
REVIEW FOR GRADE 3 

1 Match and write. 

 

 

slid _ 

 

 

se _sa _ 

 

 

tre _ 

 

 

ice cre_ _ 

 

 

frisbe _ 

 

 

g _ _l 

 

 

 

p _ol 

2. Look at the picture and write Yes , it is or No , it isn’t. 

 

a) Is it a tree ? 

--------------------- 

 

b) Is it a ball? 

--------------------- 

 

c) Is it a slide ? 

--------------------- 

   

f)Is it a seesaw? 



d) Is it a pool? 

--------------------- 

e) Is it a goal? 

--------------------- 

--------------------- 

3. Put the words in the correct order to make sentences. 

      ball/ in /The/ is / the / goal./ =) The ball is in the goal.. 

a. cat/ The / is / under /the /table./ __________________________________. 

b. book /The / is / in /bag. /the/______________________________________. 

c. ball / The / is / under / the /tree./ ___________________________________. 

d. bag/ The / on / is /table./ the /_________________________________. 

e. ball /The / under/is / the / seesaw./ _________________________________. 

f. The /ball/ on /is / the /slide ./ ______________________________________. 

g. kite/The /on /is /slide. / the/_________________________________________. 

h. ball /The / in /is / pool. / the /_______________________________________. 

          j. pencil / The / in / is /pencil case. / the/________________________________. 

4.Look at the picture and write 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Where is the frisbee ? It is _________ the ___________. 

b. Where is the kite ?  __________is __________ the slide. 

c. Where is the doll ?  It is ____________ the swing. 

d. Where is the car ? It  _____________ the  ____________. 

 



5.Look and answer.               box ;  table ;  chair 

 
 

 

a. Where is the cat ? b. Where is the ball ? c. Where is the mouse ? 

 It’s on the bed.   

   

d. Where is the mouse? e. Where is the book ? f. Where is the monkey ? 

   

 
  

g. Where is the apple ? h. Where is the apple ? i. Where is the spider ? 

 

 

  

   

j. Where is the ball ? k. Where is the car ? l. Where is the apple ? 

   

8.Reorder the words to make the correct sentences. 

 
  

a. It’s/the /table./on/ b. the table./It’s/under/ c. It’s /box./on/the/ 

It’s on the table.   



   

d. chair./It’s/on/the e. seesaw./It’s/on/the f. It’s /box./in/the/ 

   

9.Make  questions 

a. Where is the ball ? The ball is in the goal. 

b. ………………………………………………. ? The frisbee is in the goal. 

c. ………………………………………………. ? The cat is under the chair. 

d. ………………………………………………. ? The ball is under the tree. 

e. ………………………………………………. ? The ball is on the slide. 

f. ………………………………………………. ? The pen is in the pencil case. 

g. ………………………………………………. ?  The bag is on the desk. 

h. ………………………………………………. ? The dog is under the chair. 

i. ………………………………………………. ? The ruler is in the bag. 

j. ………………………………………………. ? The robot is under the chair. 

k. ………………………………………………. ? The doll is under the bed. 

l. ………………………………………………. ? The kite is under the swing. 

10. Look and complete the sentences. 

a. Where _______ the ball ? The ball is under the table. 

b. Where is the doll ? The doll  _______ on the bed. 

c. ______ the ball on the chair ? Yes , it is. 

d. _______ is the ball ? The ball is in the pool. 

e. Is the ball under the swing ? _______, it is. 

f. Where  _______ the ball? The ball is in the goal. 

g. Is the kite on the slide ? _______, it isn’t. 

h. _______is the dog ? It’s under the desk. 

i. Where is the frisbee ? It _____________ in the goal. 


